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Localization and Invariant Theory* 
FRANK GROSSHANS 
Let R be an integral domain. Even though R itself may not be 
Noetherian, there may be nonzero elements a in R such that R[l/a] is 
Noetherian. Rings in which such elements exist will be the object of 
study in this paper. The motivation for this work comes from invariant 
theory and, in particular, the following result, proved in Section 3. 
‘PHEOKEAI. Let k be an algebraically closed$eld and R = k[a, ,..., a,] 
be all itltegral domain with quotient field K. Let I, be a subjield of K con- 
taiGg k. The?1 there is a nonzero element a in R n I, such that (R n I,)[1 /u] 
is a jinitely generated k-algebra. 
Rings which admit Noetherian localizations are studied in Section 1. 
In Section 2, an important example is given: the ring of regular functions 
on an open subset of an affine variety. The theorem above is proved in 
Section 3 and several applications to invariant theory are given in 
Section 4. 
Note. Zariski generalized Hilbert’s fourteenth problem in 1953 as 
follows [ 171. Let k be a field and R = k[a, ,..., a,,] be an integrally closed 
domain with quotient field K. Let L be a subfield of K containing k. 
Is R n L finitely generated over k ? He then answered the question 
affirmatively when the transcendence degree ofL over k is < 2. However, 
in 19.57, Rees found a counterexample when this transcendence degree 
is 3. -4 complete account of these developments is given in [I I]. 
1. NOETHERIAN LOCALIZATIONS 
We need to introduce some notation. Let R be an integral domain and 
let a be a nonzero element in R. We shall denote by R[ 1 /u] the localization 
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of R at S = (a’! ~ n = 0, 1, 2,... )-. Similarly, if 121 is an R-module, ~‘e 
shall denote by M[l/u] the localization of M at S. Finally, if M is an 
R-module and x1 ,... , x, are elements in :Vl, we shall denote by [x1 ,..., ,L.~] 
the R-submodule of M generated by x1 ,..., s,~ . 
THE~RE~I 1. Let R be czn integral domain and let 
A = {a E R j a + 0 and R[l,ia] is Noethevianj. 
Let 31 be a finitely generated R-module and let N be a submodule of -II. 
If there are elements a, ,..., a,inAandl~,,...,~,inRsuchthat;.,(I,--L...-tI.tat 
is the identity operator on :IiljW, then :V is N finitelv generated R-module. 
Proof. Let m, ,..., m,, be elements in III such that n/I = [ml ,..., ml,]. 
By assumption, there exist elements ?!I ,..., n,, in ;V such that 
HE, = (vlal f a.* -j- YtUt) mi -j- ni 
for each i = I,..., II. From this equation, it follows that for each m E M 
and each integer e -2 0 we have 
and 
nz - (F1al -i- ... - vzat)c in E [n, ,...’ n,,]. 
KOM- suppose that N is not a finitely generated R-module. Then there 
exist elements n,,,, , u,,_..) ,... in LV such that 
[ II 1 ,..., n,] !g [!?I )...) nz, , N,,J c [n, )...? N, ) 11,,_1 , n,,;.)] 2 ‘.‘. 
However, since R[ 1 /nj] is Noetherian for each j := I,..., t, there is an 
i > 11 such that 
[ /I , ,..., nz][l,aj] -= [n, ,..., ni, ni+,][l aj] =- ..’ 
for all j. I,et s > i and let ?z be any element in [lzl ,..., II,.,]. For each j, 
there is an integer ej > 0 such that 
?I,;’ E [nl (..., lll]. 
Putting e -= e, 1 ... T e, , Eve have that 
n - (rlal ~-- .” - rta2)f II E [nl ,..., n,,] 
while (I.~LZ~ t .+. + ~.~a,)~ II E [lzl ,..., 12~1. Hence, ?z E [tzl ,..., 11~1. ‘l-his 
contradiction proves the theorem. 
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In the corollaries that follow, we retain the notation of the theorem. 
In addition, if Ji ,..., J,,, are nonempty subsets of R, we shall denote by 
(11 9.“) JII1) or ( J1 ,..., J,,,)R the ideal in R generated by J1 ,..., J,,, . 
COROLLARY I. Let I be an ideal in R such that 1 E (I, A). Then I is 
jnitely generated and R/I is Noetherian. 
COROLLARY 2. The domain R is Noetherian if and only ij 1 E (A). 
COROLLARY 3. Let M be a maximal ideal in R such that M 2 A. Then 
M is jkitely generated. 
NOW, in preparation for the examples in Sections 2 and 3, w-e are going 
to change the set-up above. Let S be an integral domain and let R be 
a Noetherian subring of S. We shall assume that there are elements a in R 
such that R[ 1 /a] = S[ I /a] and study the relationships between R and S. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an integral domain and R be a Noethevian 
subring of S. Let 
A ={aERIa g 0 and R[lja] = S[l!'n]). 
(i) Let I be an ideal in S such that 1 E (I, A). Then I is jinitely 
generated and S/I is NoethelGan. 
(ii) Let I be an ideal in S such that 1 E (I n R, A)R. Then I = 
(I n R)S and R/(I n R) = S/I. 
(iii) There is a one-to-one conespondence between prime ideals in 
S not containing A andprime ideals in R not containing A. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Corollary 1. To prove (ii), let us 
take elements i in I n R, a, ,..., at in A, and r1 ,..., r1 in R such that 
Now let x be any element in S. For eachj = l,..., t, there exist integers 
ej > 0 such that xajej is in R. Putting e = e, + a.. + e, , we have that 
x - (YIUl + **- + rtut)% E (I n R)S C I 
and (ylal + a-1 + Tla,)% E R. Hence, the natural homomorphism 
R -+ S/I is onto. If, furthermore, x is in I, then each xajej is in I n R and, 
so x is in (1 n R)S. 
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The mapping in (iii) is given by P -+ P n R where P is a prime ideal 
in S not containing A. Let PI and P, be prime ideals in S, not containing 
A, such that P, n R == P, n R. Let n E A, a $ P, . Ifs E P?, there is an 
integer e > 0 such that aCx E P, I-J R = P, n R. Hence, .Y E P, and 
P, C P, . Similarly, P, C P, . Finally, let Q be a prime in R not containing 
,4. IJet tz E -4, a $0. 11-e put P := QR[l/a] n S. This completes the 
proof. 
‘I~E~RE~I 3. Let S be an integral domain and R be az integral<\! closed 
Noetherian subring qf S. Let 
If the rank of (A) in R is > 2, then S = R. 
Proof. Let s be an element in S and let P be a prime ideal in R 
having rank I. Let a E -4, a 4 P. There is an integer e > 0 such that 
xa” E R. This means that s E R, and 
where, in the equation above, P runs through all the prime ideals in R 
having rank 1. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let k be an algebraicall?/ closedfield am’R = k[a, ,..., a,,] 
be an integral domain with quotient field h’. Let S be a subring of hr coc 
taining R and 
-4 = (u E R / a 4 0 and R[l :a] == S[ 1 ,a] 1. 
I f  the rauk of (a4) in R is 3 2, then S isjnitel[v generated or’er k. 
Proof. Let R, be the integral closure of R in h-. Reasoning as in the 
preceding proof, we see that R C S C R, . Hence, S is finitely generated 
over k [ll, Lemma, p. IO]. 
Notes. \Ve conclude this section with some remarks and questions 
suggested by the preceding results. 
1. Let R be an integral domain and 
A = {a E R 1 n + 0 and R[I /a] is Noetherian:. 
If the rank of (A) in R is 3 3, is R Noetherian ? 
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2. Corollary 3 to Theorem 1 suggests that there may be a non- 
empty, open set in Spec R consisting of finitely generated prime ideals. 
However, Kaplansky has shown me an example where this is false. 
Nevertheless, with suitable (and reasonable) restrictions on R, it may 
be true. In this connection, it is worthwhile recalling a theorem of 
Cohen [9, ‘Theorems 7 and 8, p. 51: If every prime ideal in R is finitely 
generated, then R is Noetherian. 
3. I,ct S be an integral domain and let R be a Noetherian subring 
of 5’ having the same quotient field as S. If S is flat over R, then R is 
Noetherian. Indeed, for each ideal I in S, one show that I m= (I n R)S 
[2, Theorem 1.31. 
2. OPEX SUBSETS OF AFFINE VARIETIES 
In the rest of this paper, we shall follow the notations and conventions 
of Serre’s algebraic geometry over an algebraically closed field k [15]. 
‘l’hat is, we shall only consider x;arietes which are locally of finite type 
oyer k and each variety will be identified with its closed points. In 
addition, if IY is an irreducible variety and I: is an open subset of S, 
we shall write k[ U] instead of r( I’, 0,). The function field of I_ will be 
denotes by k( c’). 
Let R be an integral domain xvith quotient field Q and let 1 be an 
ideal in R. The I-transfor.m of R is the domain 
S(1, R) = {x E_O / ~1~’ C R for some integer n > Oj. 
Our first result has been around for quite awhile but in a somewhat 
different guise [14, Proposition 5, p. 2351. 
THEOREM I. Let -Y be all irreducible afine variety and c.- be a non- 
empty, open subset of 9. Let I be the ideal in k[X] covesponding to X - I:. 
Then k[U] = S(1, k[X]). 
Proof. Let 12 E k[r/‘] and let n be any nonzero element in I. At each 
u E U, we may write h = f/g where f, g G k[X] and g(u) -# 0. Let J be 
the ideal in k[X] g enerated by all the g’s obtained in this way. By the 
Full Nullstellensatz [9, p. 191, there is an integer n 3 1 such that 
un e J, say, arL = ylg, + *.* + r,g, . Multiplying this equation by h and 
remembering that each hg, is in k[X], we see that ha” E k[X]. If 1 = 
(a 1 >...> a,,,) and nl ,..., II,,, are positive integers such that h@ E k[X], then 
hl” C k[X] for n = n, -t *.. + n,,, . Therefore, k[U] C S(I, k[X]). 
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On the other hand, let .fE S(I, k[S]) and zl c I-. If i E I satisfies 
i(u) = 0 and fi” = g E k[S], then .f is defined at 11. l-his proves the 
theorem. 
15-e are not going to restate the results in Section 1 except for the 
following: 
COROLLARY 2. There e&list maximal ideals M in k[i.:] such that 
I E (I, Ill) and each such maximal ideal is jirzitely generated. 
Proof. Let II E I’ and a be an element in I such that a(~) y= 0. \FTe 
put M = $5 E k[l’] I h(u) =m 0 1 and apply Corollary 3 to Theorem 1 in 
Section 1. 
*4 nice geometric condition describes when k[1-] is flat over k[S] and 
shows that in such a situation k[l:] is finitely generated over k. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an iuedzlcible, normal, afine rariety and 1: be 
a nonempty, open subset of S. Let Fl ,..., Fr be the irreducible components of 
X - L: haoing codimension 1 in S awd I7 --I S ~~- (E; u ... u F,.). Then 
k[C] is flat oever k[A*] $ and only (f I- is nfJ>e. III this case, k[l :] is.finite& 
generated over k. 
Proqf. From our definition of I, it follows that tz[l:] = K[l-]. Let J 
be the idcal in k[X] corresponding to Fl U ... u $1 . Let us assume 
that k[l‘] is flat over k[X]. 0 ne can construct a function f~ B[I’] such 
that the ideal in k[S] defined by 
is contained in J. ‘l’hcn, by a result of Akiba [l], 1 61(f) k[IJ. Hence, 
1 E Jk[E7] : JS(J, k[AJ) which 1s a necessary and sufficient condition 
for 1’ to be affine [I 1, Theorem 3’, 13. 5 I]. Conversely, if 1’ is affine, then 
1 E @[II]. ‘This implies that k[l-] is flat over k[S] [2, ‘I’heorem 1.31 and 
finishes the proof. 
,Votes. Nagata is usually credited with defining the J-transform and 
studying its properties [I 1, Chap. V]. However, very similar ideas 
couched in the language of divisors were formulated by Zariski [ 171. 
Flat overrings have been studied in some detail recently. Gilmer has 
written up an exposition of the present state of the theory and gathered 
together an extensive bibliography [7]. 
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3. SOME INVARIANT THEORY 
\Ve now turn to our main result. It is worthwhile noticing that the 
proof below relies only on rather elementary facts from algebraic 
geometry. 
THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closedfield and let R = k[a, ,..., a,] 
be an integral domain with quotient field K. Let L be a subJield of K con- 
taining k. Then there is a nonzero element a in R n L such that (R n L)[ 1 /a] 
is a Jinitely generated algebra ot:er k. 
Proof. Let Q be the quotient field of R r\ L. Then R n L = R n Q 
and we shall work with Q rather than L. Let X be the irreducible affine 
variety such that k[X] = R. The field Q is finitely generated over k 
[lo, Proposition 6, p. 641 and, so, we can choose fi ,..., f,,, E R n Q such 
that (z 1 k(f, ,..., f,,,). Let I’ be the irreducible affine variety such that 
k[I-] = k[f, ,..., f,,,]. The injection 7~‘: k[I’] ---f k[X] gives rise to an 
ev-erywhere defined, dominant morphism 7~: S + J7. 
Nest we show that there is a nonempty, open subset I: of S such that 
7~( I!) is open, normal, and I,’ =m 7~ pi(~-( U)). In fact, there is a nonempty, 
open subset I’, of I’ such that 1-r C n(-Y). Let 17 consist of the simple 
points in V, and I: = n-l(V). 
The mapping ?: k[EJ ~+ k[X] g ives rise to an isomorphism (also 
denoted by 71’) from k[r( G)] onto k[C:] n Q. Indeed, let b E k[U] n Q 
and let c E k(n( CT)) b e such that n”(c) = b. Let us suppose for a moment 
that there is ay E n( cl) at which c is not defined. Then, there is a u E n(U) 
at which l/c is defined and (1 /c)(zq) = 0 [5, Corollaire, p. 1661. If r) = n(u), 
u E I, then (1 /b)(u) = 0 which is impossible. 
Yaw, if r( U) = I, then I; =- X and R n Q = k[Y]. Otherwise, letf 
be any nonzero element in k[I’] vanishing on ET ~-. r(U). It follows from 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, Section 2, that k[n( U)][lif] is a finitely 
generated algebra over k. If a = n”( f ), then (k[C:] n Q)[l /a] is finitely 
generated over k. Finally, since a vanishes on S - CT, it follows from the 
corollary just cited that 
(k[U] n Q)[lja] = (R n Q)[l;c1]. 
This completes the proof. 
Notes. In the terminology of the theorem, let us suppose that R is 
integrally closed. Then, Nagata has shown that there is a domain R, = 
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w i ,..., b,,,] and an ideal 1 in R, such that R n L = S(I, R,), the 
I-transform of R, [l 1, Proposition 4, p. 451. The argument seems to me 
to be much more delicate than that just given. 
4. ,k’PLICATIOM 
In this section the preceding theory will be applied to the case vvherc 
an algebraic groups acts on an affine variety. Let us suppose, then, that S 
is an irreducible, affine variety and G an affine algebraic group which acts 
regularly on X via a mapping G i: S + S denoted by (g, x) -+ g . s. 
Then G operates on k[X] as follows: (g .f)(x) : f(g-i . x) for all 
f E k[X], x E X, and g E G. We have that (if (glz) .f = g * (h -,f) for all g 
andhinG;(ii)e.f=f, where e is the identity element in G; (iii) for 
a given g E G, the map f ---f g .f is an isomorphism of k[X] onto itself. 
We put 
k[XIG = {f~ k[S] 1 g .f : ,f for all g E G); 
this is a subring of k[. ] \: w ic contains k. Similarly, we define a subfield h h 
of k[X] by 
ECU = {f~ k(S) 1 g .f‘ : f for all g E Gj. 
Finally, if x E ,Y we shall denote the orbit of G acting on x by G . x. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be an irreducible, a&e aayiety hating dimension II 
and G be an afine algebraic group which operates regularly OH X. Let 
vz == mar{dim(G . x) [ s E Sj. 
Then there exist nonzero elements a, a, ,..., a, --),(., 1 ill k[SIG such that 
KIXIC[l/a] is generated over k b)f aI ,..., a,, -,,,,. 2 and I /a. 
Proof. We shall follow the notation introduced in the Theorem and 
proof in Section 3 but here with I, = k(X)c and R n L = k[X]G. It is 
known that the transcendence degree of L over K is n - nz [14, pp. 406 
4071. The quotient field 0 of k[-YylG is separable over k. Hence, there are 
elements fi ,..., fr , f, L.1 in 0 such that: 
(i) fi ,..., f, are algebraically independent over k and Y < n - m; 
(ii) fTtl is separable, algebraic over k(f, ,..., f,); 
(iii) Q = k(f, ,...,f, ,fL). 
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By finding a common denominator for all the f ‘s, we can choose elements 
a, 9"') aTi-1 7 b in k[XjG such thatfi = ai/b for each i = I,..., I’ + 1. 
By the construction given in the proof in Section 3, we may choose the 
affine variety Y so that k[T’] = k[a, ,..., arim , b]. Furthermore, it then 
follows that there are nonzero elementsf E k[ I’] and CI E k[zY]G such that 
k[l-][lif] = K[?T(U)][l/f] = k[S]G[l:‘n]. 
This completes the proof. 
This theorem raises two problems which I would like to comment on 
before proceeding further. First, when does the transcendence degree 
of Q over k equal that of L over k ? That is, when does I’ = n - m ? 
Some results in this direction have been found. For example, Popov has 
shown that Y = n - m when G is a connected algebraic group with no 
nontrivial character and S is an irreducible, normal, affine variety whose 
divisor class group has no elements of infinite order [ 12, Lemma 2, p. 3711. 
Second, let A+ ,..., s,, -,,, ,+3 be algebraically independent variables over k 
and (in the notation of the theorem) 
How many elements are needed to generate the ideal 1? A recent result 
of Eisenbud and Evans, states that up to radical, I can be generated by 
,< n - m c 3 elements [6]. 
In at least one important case the element (I which appears in the 
statement of Theorem 1 can be displayed explicitly. We turn to this 
example now. Let G be a connected, affine, algebraic group and k[G] be 
the ring of regular functions on G. Then G operates on k[G] as follows: 
(g .f)(g,) - f(glg) for all f E k[G], g and g, in G. For II a subgroup 
of G, we put 
k[GIH == (.f~k[G] 1 /I .f =ffor all k E Hj. 
The study of the k-algebras k[GIH seems to be of particular interest in 
invariant theory [8]. A4 s an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we 
obtain the following. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected, afine algebraic group of dimension n 
and H be all algebraic subgroup of G haairlg dimension m. There exist 
non2ero elements a, a, , . . . , R,~-,,,-~ in k[GIH such that k[GIH[l /a] isgeneyated 
over k by a, ,..., a,, ..,,, 2 and 1 /a. 
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Now let us suppose that G is a connected, reductive, affine algebraic 
group, c- is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G, and 17’T17 is the “big 
open cell” in the Bruhat decomposition of G [4, Corollary 14. 13, p. 3521. 
There are elements f~ k[GIL such that the set-theoretic differcncc 
and at least one suchf can be described explicitly. (If G is semisimple, 
this description can be found in [ 16, p. 621. The general case follows by 
considering the mapping G ----f G/Z(G). If G : GL,,(k), a description 
is given in [3, pp. 24-391.) 
~‘IIEOREN 2. Let G be a romected, reductive, a@e algebraic group 
and I _ be a n~asirnal unipotext subgroup of G. Let f  E k[Gl” be chosen so that 
If  H is an algebraic subgroup of l-, theta k[GIH[ 1 iJ’] is a jirlite!\l generated 
k-algebra. 
Proqf. The operation II G ---F G given by (/I, g) --f glz -l gives rise 
to an operation of H on S ~~- 1.’ ,’ T 1;. Since the quotient CT/H 
exists and is affine [ 13, Theorem 2, p. 22 I], the quotient -Y/H exists and 
is affine. Indeed, X/H = CT’ T (I-/H). Therefore, k[X]” is a 
finitely generated k-algebra. Since f vanishes on G - 1 -‘TI-‘, k[lY]H[ I ,!f] = 
k[GIN[l f]. This proves the theorem. 
COROLL.4RY. If H is normalized I?\? T, then k[GIH[ 1 jf ] can be generated 
I>\, dim G ~ dim H + 2 elements. 
Proof. ‘I‘his follows immediately from the description of X/H given 
above and the fact that C’/lJ can be 
dim 1- ~ dim H [4, Proposition, p. 3281. 
identified with k” where TV ~ 
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